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Abstract

To design direct methanol fuel cells, proton permeability and methanol crossover have to be evaluated. A study of the transport of methanol
and protons through composite membranes of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) and polysulfone (PSf) was performed and permeabilities of these
components were determined. PSF was treated with dilute sulfuric acid to enhance hydrophilicity. PEG was found to be a good material for
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he active layer, because it containsOH hydrophilic groups which combine with hydrated protons. A composite membrane made of 1
Sf and 40–50 wt.% PEG showed a lower methanol crossover (1.0E−06 cm2 s−1) than the commercial reference NAFION® 117. Maxima
roton conductivity is also lower than NAFION® 117. A mathematical deterministic model, considering transport by diffusion throug
omposite membrane and equilibrium at the membrane–reservoir interfaces, was derived. However, the PEG layer did not prese
nd diffusion in the dense membrane was estimated using a transport probability. On the other hand, the porous PSf layer required
iffusivity that is a function of physical properties such as porosity and tortuosity. The contribution made by each mass transfer ph

o the total permeation was calculated by an association of mass transfer resistances.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Fuel cells, composed of an anode, a membrane and a cath-
de, can be used to generate energy by oxidation of either hy-
rogen or methanol. To take maximum advantage of the fuel,
membrane is needed to conduct protons and avoid methanol
rossover.

The most representative kinds of fuel cells are the proton-
xchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) and the direct
ethanol fuel cell (DMFC), which use proton-conducting
embranes[1]. DMFC is more interesting than PEMFC, be-

ause its theoretical potential is higher[2], and because it
llows simple liquid handling. Also, as PEMFC operation is
ased on the supply of hydrogen, the management of wa-

er generated is very important. This is not an issue with

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +34 977 55 96 11; fax: +34 977 55 85 44.
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DMFC, which already has a liquid phase. On the po
anode, electrochemical oxidation of the methanol occu
produce carbon dioxide, protons and electrons. The pro
diffuse through the membrane to the cathode side, where
react with the oxygen to produce water.

The most used membranes for DMFC are the per
rinated sulfonated NAFION® membranes of DuPont, d
to their chemical stability, high conductivity and high p
meability to protons. However, these membranes als
low methanol to permeate, which reduces the efficie
of the electrochemical process, increases fuel consum
and damages the own cells. This phenomenon is know
methanol crossover. Several authors have reported the
tors behind it, including cell temperature, cathode pres
methanol concentration and catalyst morphology[3,4].

Many alternative membranes for DMFC are under inve
gation in the following four aspects: the primary structur
the polymer, the morphology of the polymer, the nature o
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Nomenclature

A membrane area (cm2)
C concentration (gmol cm−3)
d pore diameter (cm)
D diffusivity (cm2 s−1)
e elementary charge
kB Boltzmann’s constant
kj mass transfer coefficient on the

membrane–reservoirj interface (cm s−1)
L membrane thickness (cm)
p number of pores of different diameters
P permeability (cm min−1)
Q volumetric permeate flow (cm3 min−1)
S selectivity for proton transport
t time (s)
T temperature (K)
Vj volume of reservoirj (cm3)
x axial position (cm)
z non-dimensional axial position (cm cm−1)
Z total ionic strength (ion m−3)

Greek symbols
αj mass transfer at reservoirj–membrane inter-

face
ε porosity
θ non-dimensional time
µ time factor
πj mass transfer number at reservoirj–membrane

interface
τ2 tortuosity
ϕ non-dimensional concentration
Ψ transport probability on dense layer

Subscripts
0 initial, for concentrations, or infinite dilution

diffusion coefficient
c calculated through simulations
D diffusive
e experimental
f feed
H+ proton
L liquid
MeOH methanol
PEG poly(ethylene glycol) layer
PSf polysulfone layer
s stripping

acid group, and the nature of the medium within the polymer
matrix [5]. Other membranes have been tested and results
of these tests have been compared to those with NAFION®

[6–8]. A better ratio between conductivity and methanol per-
meability has been reported. Much attention is given to poly-
sulfone (PSf), poly(ether ketones) and poly(benzimidazole).

PSf is the simplest of these polymers and the morphologies
of its membranes have been well characterized. Sulfonation
is an efficient way to activate polysulfone in proton perme-
ability. There are two methods for obtaining proton-selective
PSf membranes: one is to introduce anionic moieties into a
performed solid membrane[9]. The other is to introduce an-
ionic moieties into a polymer as a kind of modification, then
to dissolve of the polymer and cast it into a film[10]. The sec-
ond method is more complicated from an industrial point of
view, and the sulfonated polysulfone itself cannot perform as
a membrane with enough physical strength. The first method
is industrially easier. The treatment is with sulfuric acid, and
this does not change the physical strength of a performed
polysulfone membrane.

To reduce the methanol crossover, the dense layer may
serve as a barrier for methanol, and at the same time may
facilitate the proton transport. PEG is a kind of polymer that
is widely used in many fields. For example, it is used as a
lubricant and as a preservative for conserving archaeological
materials, because it is reasonably inexpensive and compati-
ble with many organic materials. In biosensors, PEG is pre-
sented as “hydrogel”[11] to immobilize enzyme or protein
on the carbon electrode surface and transport electrons. PEG
is therefore used as a proton-selective layer.

For the reasons outlined above, the asymmetric PSf mem-
brane was chosen as support and treated by thermal sulfona-
t yer
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ion to improve its proton conductivity. A PEG dense la
as then produced on top of PSf support.
Despite the interest in DMFCs, only a little effort is b

ng made to propose mathematical modelling comprisin
ass transfer mechanism through the membrane[6,12]. Most

tudies apply an empirical adjustment to the membrane
redict the electrochemical potential generated. Tradi
lly, diffusivities through membranes are determined w
ut taking into account mass transfer coefficients at
embrane–reservoir interfaces. In the case of comp
embranes, a global coefficient is calculated, and the

erent layers are not mathematically treated separately.
We have measured the permeability of protons

ethanol in membranes comprising a dense laye
oly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) and a porous layer of p
ulfone (PSf). The equilibrium cell comprised a feed re
oir, the composite membrane, and a stripping reser
ur results are expressed in terms of diffusivity. We
ur data to a mathematical model that considered t
ort by diffusion through the membrane and equilibrium

he feed–membrane and membrane–stripping interface
hen determined diffusivity for each layer was then de
ined using mass transfer resistances.

. Methods

The system used in this study comprised a feed r
oir, a composite membrane and a stripping reservoir.
EG layer of the composite membrane faced the feed r
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voir, and the PSf layer faced the stripping reservoir. A solu-
tion of known pH or methanol concentration is fed into the
feed reservoir and the protons or methanol molecules perme-
ate through the membrane, reaching the stripping reservoir,
where the concentration is measured. It is possible then to
calculate permeability for the components studied. To study
permeability with this equilibrium-diffusion model, we need
to:

• prepare the membrane and collect the experimental data,
• determine the experimental diffusivity,
• determine the proton, methanol and membrane properties,

such as the molar volume of each component, and the
porosity and tortuosity of the membrane,

• determine the proton and methanol diffusivities by corre-
lations with the literature,

• develop an equilibrium model, to obtain transient data on
concentration for each reservoir,

• associate mass transfer resistances, to evaluate the effect
of each transport coefficient on experimental diffusivity,
and

• calculate the selectivity of proton transport at the
membrane–reservoirs interfaces and through the mem-
brane.

2.1. Preparation of the membranes and experimental
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for 30 and 60 min, and the composite membranes were then
stored in water before use. For biosensors, often PEG film is
dried overnight at room temperature to cross-link[13]. In the
case studied here the PEG film was dried at 80◦C to avoid
the membrane to peel off in DMF solutions.

Experiments to evaluate proton and methanol permeabil-
ity were carried out by using a testing cell, consisting of two
reservoirs separated by a composite membrane with a dense
layer of poly(ethylene glycol) and a porous layer of polysul-
fone. The transversal area of tested membranes was 8.51 cm2

and both reservoirs (that of the feed solution and that of the
stripping solution) had a volume of 200 cm3. To measure pro-
ton permeability the feed reservoir was filled with a solution
of HCl 1.0 M. Also, to evaluate methanol crossover a 1.0 M
solution of methanol was used. Experimental data were the
initial feed concentrationCf (methanol concentration, in M,
or pH) and the initial stripping concentrationC0. The strip-
ping concentration was also plotted against time.

The permeability coefficientP (cm min−1) was calculated
according to Eq.(1):

−ln
Cf

C0
= QP

Vf
t (1)

Permeability was then multiplied to membrane thickness
(95�m) to obtain diffusivity (cm2 s−1). Proton conductiv-
ity was obtained by using the Nernst–Einstein equation[14]
a

σ
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A polysulfone casting solution was prepared by
olving 15 wt.% PSf (MW: 16,000, Aldrich) inN,N-
imethylformamide (DMF) with vigorous agitation for 12
t room temperature. The solutions were cast onto a
late using a 200�m thick casting knife, then precipitat

n 15 wt.% DMF solution and/or water. The PSf membra
ere then taken from the bath and rinsed with distilled w
he PSf membranes obtained were kept at 80◦C in 0.25 M
2SO4 aqueous solution for 3, 24 and 72 h. Excess aci

he surface was removed by a short rinse of water. The m
ranes were then placed in an oven at 80◦C for 1 h. Thes

hermally treated membranes were then soaked in dis
ater and rinsed daily until the pH of the rinsed water
eutral.

Usually sulfonation process requires using strong a
owever, in the present work the degree of sulfonatio
ot under investigation. The treatment of the PSf with

ute sulfuric acid aims enhancing proton permeability by
reasing hydrophilicity of the membrane. Indeed, prelimin
xperiments using blank PSf membranes (not treated
2SO4) provided a proton diffusivity of 10−12 cm2 s−1. On

he other hand, after sulfonation, proton diffusivity increa
o 10−11 cm2 s−1.

Wax-like PEG (MW 1000, from Aldrich) was dissolv
n methanol at several concentrations (5, 10, 20, 30, 40
0, 70 and 80 wt.%). The solution was deposited onto th
urface of support PSf membranes. The PEG-covered
embranes were placed in an oven to cross-link at 8◦C
s follows:

= DZe2

kBT
(2)

.2. Determination of porosity and tortuosity

Important properties in mass transfer through porous
ia are porosity and tortuosity. In the case of tortuosity,

usion is more difficult when the pore geometry is irregu
he diffusion mechanisms for transient and steady state
ifferent. In the transient state, the component tends to

ribute itself homogeneously for the whole solid matrix, e
eaching pores that are blocked at any of the extremities.
he system reaches steady state, there is preferential dif
hrough the sections with a concentration gradient, whi
he driving force for diffusion. Therefore, transport does
ccur in blocked pores. To make calculations easier, w
ided to determine tortuosity for the steady state, by a m
hat considers a porous medium as an association of po
ifferent diameters[15]. If we consider pores to be spher
teady-state tortuosity may be written as in Eq.(3):

2 =
p∑

i=1

1

di

∑p
i=1d

3
i(∑p

i=1di

)2 (3)

fter comparing effective diffusivity and binary diffusi
ty coefficients for various compounds, some authors[16]
ave reported that expression for tortuosity should be a

ion of the transported molecule structure, since cyclic
cyclic compounds have different preferential paths w
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Fig. 1. Equations for the feed–membrane–stripping equilibrium model.

the porous media. In our study, however, the size of trans-
ported molecules is small enough to assume there are no
significant differences in transport.

By digitally treating data from scanning electron mi-
croscopy, the pore size distribution of the polysulfone (PSf)
layer[17] can be evaluated. Then, tortuosity can be calculated
by applying Eq.(3). Porosity, on the other hand, is the ratio
of the total volume of pores to the volume of the membrane.

2.3. Feed–membrane–stripping equilibrium model

As a first approach, the system can be modelled just by
considering the diffusive transport through the membrane,
which is made up of a single polymeric layer.Fig. 1 shows
the model equations, which consist of a partial differential
equation, describing the change in concentration through
the membrane, and an ordinary differential equation of each
reservoir.

Our experimental data are the initial feed concentration
and the stripping concentration varying on time. Data are
collected and converted into stripping non-dimensional con-
centrations according to time. By comparing both stripping
concentrations (simulated and experimental), it is possible
to find theµ parameter, which relates the thickness of the
membrane to the diffusivity.

We can reduce the complexity of the numeric system,
w DE)
a ing
fi are
n d er-
r tion
i voirs
a third
o sing
2 solu-
t hort
s are

Fig. 2. Association of mass transfer resistances.

performed in a Pentium IV of 2.66 GHz with 256 MB RAM
for 10,000 time iterations.

2.4. Association of mass transfer resistances

Mass transfer may be seen as a series of resistances, as
in Fig. 2. Experimental diffusivity can be evaluated using a
single parameter model. According to this approach, a com-
posite membrane should have two diffusivities – one for each
layer, as expressed by Eq.(4):

L

De
= L1

D1
+ L2

D2
(4)

The literature reports several correlations for diffusivities
and describes their relative advantages and disadvantages.
To calculate diffusivities in liquids, the Wilke–Chang
equation [18,19] provides acceptable data, while proton
diffusivity can be determined from the Nernst–Haskell[19]
equation, which is more suitable to transport of ions. To
apply the Wilke–Chang equation we needed to calculate the
molar volumes, which were determined according to the
Le Bas rule. However, liquid diffusivity must be corrected,
depending on the medium considered. For a composite
membrane, one proposal is

D

W col)
( ty
o rous
p t of
l th
p ated
b

me
a ne, as
s n
hich is made up of one partial differential equation (P
nd two ordinary differential equations (ODEs), by apply
nite differences. The decision on how many elements
ecessary to do the simulations is based on calculate
ors and required calculation time. For a hypothetic situa
n which the volumes of the membrane and both reser
re equal, the equilibrium concentration should be one
f the initial concentration at the feed reservoir. Choo
5 ODEs may be then justified, since a very accurate

ion can then be provided (less than 1.5% error) in a s
imulation time (less than 6 min), when the simulations
=



DLΨ → 0 < z ≤ LPEG,

DL
ε

τ2 → LPEG < z ≤ L
(5)

hen transport occurs through the poly(ethylene gly
PEG) layer, liquid diffusivity is multiplied to the probabili
f the molecule passing through the molecules. In the po
olysulfone (PSf) layer, effective diffusivity is the produc

iquid diffusivity and the ratio of porosity to tortuosity. Bo
orosity and tortuosity, on the other hand, can be estim
y analysing the membrane with electron microscopy.

One way to find transport probability may be to assu
n association of resistances for the composite membra
hown inFig. 2. Using Eq.(5), experimental diffusivity ca
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Table 1
Equations used to determine proton selectivity

Membrane or layer Proton selectivity

Membrane, experimental (8)Se = De,H+
De,MeOH

Membrane, calculated (9)Sc = Dc,H+
Dc,MeOH

PEG layer (10)SPEG = DL,H+ ΨH+
DL,MeOHΨMeOH

be rewritten as in Eq.(6):

L

Dc
= 1

DL

[
LPEG

Ψ
+ L − LPEG

ε
τ2

]
(6)

Therefore, if we accept that the solutions are dilute, we can
establish a relationship between the experimental data and
the simulation parameters, i.e. the transport probability and
coefficients (Eq.(7)):

L

De
= 1

ks
+ 1

kf
+ 1

DL

[
LPEG

Ψ
+ L − LPEG

ε
τ2

]
(7)

The mass transfer coefficients should be properly correlated
to the chemical structure of the membrane, since they are
interpreted as interaction parameters. However, for the first
approach, we will assume the film mass transfer theory. Ac-
cording to this theory, the interfacial mass transfer coeffi-
cients are directly proportional to diffusivity and inversely
proportional to boundary layer thickness[20].

2.5. Selectivity for proton transport

Once the experimental and calculated diffusivities and the
mass transfer coefficients are obtained, the selectivity can be
calculated for proton transport at the membrane–reservoirs
interfaces and through the membrane.Table 1lists the proce-
d
c ely and
e s.
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Table 2
Physico-chemical and geometric data

Property Value

L (�m) 95.00
LPEG (�m) 1.00
A (cm2) 8.51
ε 0.13
τ2 1.04
DMeOH (cm2 s−1) 1.70E−05
DH+ (cm2 s−1) 3.33E−05

membrane structure was well represented by a sequence of
straight channels, because the value was not far from 1.0.

3.2. Experimental data

The membranes were placed in the equilibrium cell be-
tween the feed and the stripping reservoirs, and the concen-
tration (for methanol crossover experiments) or pH (for pro-
ton permeability experiments) was measured. Initial feed pH
in all experiments was 0.12.

We made preliminary experiments using NAFION® 117.
Methanol crossover of 2.54E−06 cm2 s−1 was obtained, in
perfect agreement with values available in the literature[21].
Proton diffusivity was 9.54E−06 cm2 s−1. Therefore, by us-
ing Nernst–Einstein equation, diffusivity was converted to
proton conductivity (71.80 mS cm−1).

Composite membranes used had a polysulfone (PSf) (15%
PSf–water) porous layer covered by a PEG layer. Diffusivi-
ties are presented in theFig. 3. Proton permeation presents a
maximum for a membrane with 50 wt.% of PEG in the casting
solution. On the other hand, maximal methanol crossover for
composite membranes is less than a half of the value obtained
using NAFION® 117. Data of proton conductivity (Fig. 4) of
composite membranes may help assessing if they are appro-
priated for fuel cells. Proton conductivity for the composite
m ®
ures for determining selectivities. Eqs.(8)–(10)in this table
an be used to analyse each transport process separat
valuate selectivity for different membrane composition

. Results and discussion

In this section we present our experimental results an
ata obtained from simulations.

.1. Physico-chemical properties

By analysing the membrane using electron microsc
nd the equations in Section2, we determined porosity an

ortuosity for the polysulfone layer.Table 2lists the averag
ata for the membranes, the thickness of both layers
ressed in micrometers and the diffusivities calculated
ilke–Chang (for methanol) or from Nernst–Haskell (

rotons, in this case considered as HCl molecules) the
lthough thickness of PEG layer may vary according to
EG content in the casting solution, we assumed an av
alue of 1�m for all membranes. Tortuosity shows that
embranes is still too low if compared to NAFION117.

Fig. 3. Experimental diffusivities for proton and methanol.
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Fig. 4. Correlated proton conductivity, compared to value obtained using
NAFION® 117 (71.8 mS cm−1).

3.3. Determination of transport probability

From the association of mass transfer resistances we di-
vided our experimental results for diffusivity into the several
factors that contribute to its value. In this section, we analyse
transport probability (seeFig. 5), which shows the change in
the transport probability of protons and methanol through the
dense layer, depending on the content of PEG in the casting
solution.

We used the equilibrium model to calculate the transport
probability from our experimental data. Simulations were
performed in FORTRAN as follows:

1. Experimental concentrations were converted into
non-dimensional concentrations varying (in terms of
dimensional time), according to the equations presented
in Section2.

2. Interfacial mass transfer coefficients were set to 1 (case
of low external mass transfer resistance).

3. Simulation was performed until the calculated non-
dimensional concentrations (in terms of non-dimensional
time) reached the maximum values of the experimental
non-dimensional concentrations of the stripping solution.

4. Experimental and simulated non-dimensional concen-
trations were compared and the values of the calculated
diffusivities were found.

F ough
t

Table 3
Proton selectivity

wPEG (wt.%) Se Sc SPEG

5 0.570 0.663 0.608
10 3.210 3.289 3.877
20 4.094 4.132 5.372
30 2.542 2.554 3.227
40 2.714 2.606 3.872
50 3.349 3.232 8.807

5. The transport probabilities were calculated from the corre-
lation between experimental and calculated diffusivities.

Fig. 5compares the transport probabilities for protons and
for methanol, determined by the equilibrium model. The PEG
content in the casting solution determines the number of ac-
tive sites that are responsible for the mass transfer. The trans-
port probability for protons increased significantly when the
PEG content increased from 10 to 50 wt.% and reached a
maximum at this composition. Thereafter, the probability de-
creases, because the amount of PEG in the casting solution
also helped to block any transport paths. This was because, in
the dense layer, transported molecules had to pass in the free
spaces between molecules. The more concentrated was the
casting solution, the fewer the free spaces there were when
the solvent was evaporated and the PEG layer was formed.
This effect of maximum can also be seen by analysing the fit
of the transport of methanol. In this case, probabilities were
much lower, because:

• the molecules of methanol are much bigger than protons,
so there is less space between PEG molecules is reduced
for such component,

• fewer molecules of methanol are transferred by electronic
effects than protons.

Transport probabilities could be estimated in a first attempt
a mer
c ntent
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m

s to
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w rty
c axi-
m ase
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tance
o l dif-
f
d f pro-
ig. 5. Transport probabilities for protons and methanol obtained thr
he equilibrium model.
s the ratio of the molecule size to free volume in the poly
ell size. If there was a correlation between the PEG co
n the casting solution and the polymer conformation,
ransport probabilities of any molecule, once its molar vol
ad been calculated, could at least be estimated in ord
esign a membrane to separate one of two componen
s in the present case, to allow protons to flow and a
ethanol crossover.
As mentioned in Section2, we can also use these result

alculate proton selectivity (seeTable 3). Whether calculate
irectly from experimental data or indirectly by applying
quilibrium model, selectivity was maximum for a membr
ith 20 wt.% of PEG in the casting solution. This prope
ould also be calculated for the PEG layer. This was m
um for 50 wt.%, which shows that selectivity may incre

f another support layer is used.
From these results, we calculated the relative resis

f each mass transfer phenomenon to the experimenta
usivity. See Fig. 6 for data on protons andFig. 7 for
ata on methanol. The resistance to the permeation o
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Fig. 6. Relative contribution of each mass transfer phenomenon to total
resistance to permeation of protons.

Fig. 7. Relative contribution of each mass transfer phenomenon to total
resistance to permeation of methanol.

tons of the PSf layer was maximum when the PEG con-
tent in the casting solution was 50 wt.%. When we evalu-
ated the methanol crossover, we found that the resistances
of the two layers were almost equal at this composition.
When membrane–reservoirs equilibrium was instantaneous,
the mass transfer resistance at both interfaces could be as
much as 10%, which confirms that this effect must be taken
into consideration when simulating membrane permeation.
It is important to evaluate mass transfer coefficients because
they govern equilibrium at membrane–reservoir interfaces
and also promote the transport through the membrane by in-
creasing chemical potential. Mass transfer coefficients rep-
resent the relative affinity of the membrane for a given com-
ponent and may be used to recommend optimal materials.

4. Conclusions

In this study we aim to contribute to the phenomenological
knowledge of the permeation transport processes occurring
in a fuel cell, by identifying the dominant mechanisms and
contributions to permeability of mass transfer phenomena.
The permeation of protons and methanol through composite
membranes provided data for modelling. The main conclu-
sions of this study are:

• ower
s

also for proton permeation, more materials should be tested
in order to manufacture a fuel cell with better performance.

• Transport probabilities for protons and methanol were
maximum for the membrane whose casting solution had
50 wt.% of PEG. For higher PEG contents, there may be
less free space for transport in the dense layer, so transport
probability decreased.

• Overall selectivity is maximum for a membrane with
20 wt.% of PEG in the casting solution. However, this
value was higher when only the PEG layer was consid-
ered, which indicates that selectivity may be enhanced if
another support layer is used.

• When evaluating the resistance of the different mass trans-
fer phenomena, the PEG layer had the lowest resistance
when the casting solution had 50 wt.% of PEG. Choosing
a suitable porous support may reduce total mass transfer
resistance and increase overall selectivity.

• Even if we consider instantaneous membrane–reservoirs
equilibrium, the interfacial mass transfer resistance may
represent 12% of the total mass transfer resistance.

At the moment, this model only takes into account the
diffusive processes. However, in the values of diffusivity ob-
tained through simulations other effects, like complexation
reactions or hopping, may appear. Physico-chemical interac-
tions of the membrane with the transported species should
a the-
o

d, we
c cell,
i se
a e as
a ntal
d etter
f

R

ower

001)

477.
99)

–189.
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[ 366
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[ 04)
The composite membranes tested provided a l
methanol crossover than NAFION® 117. As this happen
lso be considered, for example by the Enskog–Thorne
ry.

Once the transport phenomena have been evaluate
an derive a phenomenological model for the whole fuel
ncluding the kinetics of methanol oxidation. Unlike tho
lready published, this model will not treat the membran
black box and will not depend exclusively on experime
ata. It can therefore also recommend materials for a b

uel cell performance.
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